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artisans. The tax on coffee was reduced in 1808 and coffee became a
favourite breakfast for working men, taking the place of the old porter
or purl and gin. These coffee-houses were open from 5 or 6 in the
morning till 9 or 10 at night. They became popular and customers
returned for other meals. One of their chief merits was that they provi-
ded newspapers and reviews. A journeyman tailor has described his
satisfaction on discovering a coffee-shop near his place of work.
These shops [he writes] were but just then [1815] becoming general. They
greatly pleased me, as I could now get suitable and timely refreshment in the
morning and that too in a warm and otherwise comfortable room with the
very pleasant accompaniment of a daily newspaper.
The next year a change of work brought him to a different coffee-shop.
Here I found the additional accommodation of magazines and review for
reading the current numbers of which the proprietor made an extra charge
of sixpence per month. This charge I was glad to pay for the sake of reading
the Edinburgh and Monthly Reviews, together with the ESniwrgk^ the
European and the Monthly Magazines. These however I read in the evening,
while I took my coffee-supper, for I learned to drink coffee at that meal as
well as at breakfast-time.
He used to retail the news to his fellow-workmen. Before he found the
coffee-shop, his breakfast had been a pot of porter and a penny roll at
a public-house, with an extra halfpenny for eating it out of the tap-room
so as to read the newspaper and avoid tobacco smoke.105 These coffee-
shops were, Place says, 'the means of great improvement to the work-
ing people'.104
Terrible as were the effects of drink in the early nineteenth century,
there had been a progressive improvement in the last fifty years of the
eighteenth century. Another closely connected cause of misery and
ruin was imprisonment for debt The abuses connected with this
remained so glaring, and the sufferings of individuals so grievous, that
the great restriction in its scope has been given little attention. **Tis
reckoned there are about 60,000 miserable debtors perishing in the
prisons of England and Wales,* wrote a critic of the system in 1716.106
One naturally assumes that this is a wild exaggeration, but conceivably
(and allowing for those dependent on the prisoners) it was not so very
far from the truth. In 1714 it was said 'the Marshalsea alone generally

